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Abstract— Data clustering is a challenging task in data
mining technique. Various clustering algorithms are developed
to cluster or categorize the datasets. Many algorithms are used
to cluster the categorical data. Some algorithms cannot be
directly applied for clustering of categorical data. Several
attempts have been made to solve the problem of clustering
categorical data via cluster ensembles. But these techniques
generate a final data partition based on incomplete
information. The ensemble information matrix represents
cluster relations with many unknown entries. The link based
ensemble approach has been established with the ability to
discover unknown values and improve the accuracy of the data
partition. Besides clustering, similarity based ranking
approach, HITS link analysis is also proposed to enhance the
categorical results. This enhanced link-based clustering and
ranking method almost outperforms both conventional
clustering algorithms for categorical data and well-known
cluster ensemble techniques for ranking.
Index Terms—Clustering,
ensemble,ranking.
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Hierarchical, Partitioning , Probabilistic are proposed to
cluster the datasets. These clustering algorithms are used to
cluster the various data sets.
Cluster ensembles provide a solution to challenges
inherent to clustering. Cluster ensembles can find robust and
stable solutions by leveraging the consensus across multiple
clustering results. The cluster ensemble combines various
clustering outputs into single consolidated cluster.
The cluster ensemble will differentiate various cluster
outputs by using the clustering algorithms. The main goal of
ensembles has been to improve the accuracy and robustness
of a given classification or regression task, and spectacular
improvements have been obtained for a wide variety of data
sets. Cluster ensemble methods are presented under three
categories: Probabilistic approaches, Approaches based on
co association, and Direct and other heuristic methods.

cluster

I.INTRODUCTION

Data clustering is one of the challenging task in various
appliactions. Data clustering is one of the fundamental tools
to understand the structure of the data set. Clustering aims
to categorize data into groups or clusters such that the data
in the same cluster are more similar to each other than those
in different clusters. Clustering is a data mining (machine
learning) technique used to place similar data elements into
related groups.
A cluster is a collection of objects which are “similar”
between them and are “dissimilar” to the objects belonging
to other clusters. The notation of the cluster varies between
different algorithms. The clusters found by different
clustering algorithms are varying in their properties and
structure.

Categorical variables represent types of data which may
be divided into groups. Examples of categorical variables
are race, sex, age group, and educational level. Categorical
data is a statistical data type consisting of categorical values
used for observed data whose value is one of a fixed number
of nominal categories, or for data that has been converted
into that form.
Categorical data are always nominal whereas nominal
data need not be categorical. Clustering the categorical data
is remain a challenging task in many techniques.
A critical problem in cluster ensemble research is how to
combine multiple clusterings to yield a final superior
clustering result. These problems are overcome by using
different techniques. The link based similarity is used to
improve the clustering result.

II.RELATED WORK
Clustering is used in many areas such as Statistical Data
Analysis, Machine Learning, Data Mining, Pattern
Recognition, Image Analysis, Bioinformatics,etc., The
various clustering algorithms are Distance-based,
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a. Link-Based Approach
The categorical data is clustered and represented using
the cluster ensembles. Cluster ensembles are used as best
alternative to the standard cluster analysis. The data set has
been clustered by using any of the well known cluster
algorithm and represented as a cluster ensemble. The cluster
ensembles generate a final data partition based on
incomplete information and the information is not prefect to
make use of it.
The novel link based approach is used to the cluster
ensemble problem. The two consensus functions are
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generated from the RM: feature based partitioning and
bipartite graph partitioning [7]. In link based framework, it
first creates a refined matrix using links between the cluster
points and the two consensus methods are applied to
generate the final ensemble cluster.
The new link-based approach is used to improve
quality of the conventional matrix. It achieves the result
using the similarity between clusters and provides cluster
view points of the cluster ensemble.
b. Similarity Weight and Filter Method
Many clustering algorithms work efficient either
on pure numeric data or on pure categorical data, most of
them perform poorly on mixed categorical and numerical
data types. The clustering of mixed numeric and categorical
data set is a challenging task. The scalability and memory
constraint is a problem in clustering the large data sets. The
clustering algorithm based on similarity weight and filter
method paradigm [9] that works well for data with mixed
numeric and categorical features.
The incremental clustering algorithm is used to
cluster the categorical data. The incremental algorithm is
more dynamic than other clustering algorithm. The
algorithm uses The algorithm works efficiently even if the
boundaries of clusters are irregular. The advantage is that
we mix the different clustering datasets (labeled, unlabeled,
nominal, and ordinal) with different algorithms.

The dataset sometimes may be in mixed nature
that is it may consist of both numeric and categorical type of
data. Naturally these two types of data may differ in their
characteristics. Due to the differences in their
characteristics, in order to group these types of mixed data,
it is better to use the ensemble clustering method which uses
split and merge approach to solve this problem.
The original mixed dataset is splitted into numeric
dataset and categorical dataset and clustered using both
traditional clustering algorithms (K-Means and K-Modes)
and fuzzy clustering algorithms (Fuzzy C-Means and Fuzzy
C-Modes). The resultant clusters are combined using
ensemble clustering methods and evaluated.
e. Incremental Algorithm to Cluster the Categorical Data
with Frequency Based Similarity Measure
Scalability and memory constraint is the challenging
problem in clustering large data set. The new incremental
algorithm [2] is used to cluster the categorical data.
Categorical data is the one which cannot be ordered and
with limited domains. Incremental algorithm finds clusters
in less computation time.
In general the incremental algorithms generate large
number of clusters; naturally the purity is also more,
whereas the proposed measures generate less number of
clusters with high purity. The proposed method is capable of
clustering large data set.
f. Link-Based Cluster Ensemble Approach for Categorical
Data Clustering

c. Bayesian Concept
Compared to numerical clustering, categorical
clustering seems to be more complicated. As the data
mining deals with large data sets, the algorithms should be
scalable. Due to the special properties of categorical data it
seems more complicated than that of numerical data.
Bayesian classifier is used to classify both numeric and
nominal data.
The Bayesian concept is similar to K-modes
concept. The naive Bayes concept is used to cluster the
categorical data. The naïve Bayes concept in clustering are
used with the assumption of K clusters, the objects are
grouped based on the maximum posteriori probability. The
process of clustering starts with K clusters each with one
object as a member.
The Bayesian concept is efficient than K-modes
and generates clusters with high purity and the results prove
that this method is effective in the case of large data sets
when compared to small data sets. The advantage of
Bayesian concept are scalable, no repetitive execution is
needed, produces efficient clusters for large data set,
insensitive to the order of input.

Clustering aims to categorize data into groups or clusters.
Many well-established clustering algorithms, such as kmeans have been designed for numerical data. However,
these cannot be directly applied for clustering of categorical
data.
To solve the problem of clustering categorical data via
cluster ensembles with many entries being left unknown, the
new link based similarity approach is proposed. In link
based similarity approach finds the similarity between the
data clusters in an ensemble and to form the refined matrix.
The LCE includes three steps: i)create a base cluster to
from a cluster ensemble ii)generate a refined matrix using
the link based similarity approach iii)produce a final data
partition. It achieves superior clustering results compared to
any cluster ensemble techniques. The ranking method is
applied for the categorical data clustering to place the
appropriate data points into the cluster ensembles.

III.CONCLUSION
d. Ensemble Fuzzy Clustering for Mixed Numeric and
Categorical Data

Clustering is a challenging task in data mining.
Existing cluster ensemble methods to categorical data
analysis rely on the typical pairwise-similarity and binary
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cluster-association matrices, which summarize the
underlying ensemble information at a rather coarse level.
The clustering result is improved by applying ranking to the
cluster ensembles by finding similarity between the cluster
data points.
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